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RESUMES POSTINGS - HOW TO FIND THE BEST WEBSITE TO POST YOUR RESUME
Even on a public site, it is the best post which finds way at the top of the forum topics. For descriptive type forums and websites, seek to write articles that
people will love reading; be critical and try to judge from the employer’s and the site’s point of view. Ask yourself before posting anything online that why
should they place your resume to the top? What is it in you, which you can sell well than others? Resume postings are also quite like advertising.

Without seeming too sales pitchy, your resume has to have the power to work for itself. Sometimes there are websites that help you achieve the best results.
Needless to say, these are the best websites for job hunting and finding an employer of your choice. However, finding the best of the rest can be a pretty
tough job, given the number of similar results that pop up when you search for the best job website! To ease things out, the seemingly best website should
have the following characteristics to become the one it currently claims to be:

• Networking: The first thing to look for in a good job hunt site is that – how well is it networked. It goes without saying that more the number of connections
the site has, the better service will it be able to give to its users. Sometimes, such websites are sponsored by corporate as well – that makes them even a better
choice for zeroing in your job hunting site. Quite obviously, the site will have an exhaustive list of jobs for its users.

• Update Services: Most of the sites that claim to be on the top are merely advertising gimmicks. Instead of updating you with the kind of jobs that you might
like and need, they will flood your inbox with useless promotional mails – more commonly known as spam! Most small job search websites are the top
contributors of worldwide generator of spam. They will use your address, phone number, e-mail id and alternate e-mail ids to send you junk mail more than
keeping you updated on the job front. Therefore the best advice would be to look for people who have really used the site. 
Update services also include the fact that how relevant are the job applications and openings coming to you rather than useless positions that you do not need
at all!

• Job Indexing: Like a good search engine, a good job hunt site should have a comprehensive job indexing service and should have a database that is
frequented by small and big corporate names as well. Before using the services of any such site, look for the number of clichéd job positions it has under a
directory – it will help you gain an insight into the site that interests you.

 


